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MEMORANDUM 

TO Distribution DATE March 31, 1969 

. FROM George Boyd PP-GB-12ll 

SUBJECT: The Future of the Time-Sharing Market and the 
Product Implications for the Sigma Series 

REFERENCE 

This memo represent~ the Product Planning position on the time-sharing market 
which will exist or be coming into existence in the early 1970s, and defines the 
software products that will be required to cover that market. The final product 
decisions will be based on this document and the modifying information received 
in response to it from Marketing and Programming; formal responses are hereby 
solicited. The final question will of~ourse be one of what products SDS should 
build for the market, but since there will be further discussion and compromise 
before that point is reached it is requested that Marketing'~ response include 
an evaluation of the market definition contained here, and that Programming respond 
to the practicality of the development projects described here. Formal written ,,/;:;~'h 

~~I?~n.:e:~ .. ~~: .. _E~~~~~_~,? .... ~l._!:p_ril 7, 1969 .J The market percentages and other numbers I>. ('" 
!Jsed l.n thl.s document have all been extrapolated.J?y the au!h?!.-.!E..?,~~~.~~~~~!es":<'· 
and from widely varying opinions of the experts in~he field, and as such can oIl.ly .. ~:,:" 
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be considered as illustratJ .. ve. The probable variati'?~~. in the data are,. however, ?)U:{~II 
not considered grearenough to change the results of thl.S study, so'the l.nvolved ,/:-~,,!/ 

numbers will be "quoted without further qualification. . /:,.', I I . 

.. _ ....... -.-'-_' ',.'':, '."" t>.6.? 
It is\..quite.....:l~?r)that the time-sharing rr,tarket is going to continue growing at a 
rapid pace until more than one-half of the dollar volume of computers sold in the 

'early 1970s will be sold into environments in which time-sharing is 'an important 
consideration. Time-sharing as referenced above includes all remote time-shared 
utilization of computers, and consists of both remote batch. and conversational (""/',', 
usage. The time-sharing usage of computers can be broken down into three conve- . H~~I 

. ______ -~-... -." •. ,... ; t 

~~l .. 9ifferent groups; remote batch, on-line non-scientific, and scientific 
problem solving. Eventually the time-sharing market will be divided into 50 per: 
cent remote batch, 35 percent on-line non-scientific and 15 percent scientific 
and problem solving applications. The market should not reach that point until 
the middle or late 1970s though, and the ratios will be significantly differ~nt 
over the life of ' the currently planned Sigma machines, or up through 1974. The 
current percentage of the time-sharing market that is remote batch is about 50 
percent, which should not change significantly as a percentage through 1974. Time
sharing in non-scientific applications amounts ~o less than 10 percent of the 
current market but should increase to 25 percent by 1974. Scientific time-sharing 
and on-line scientific problem solving is currently about 40 percent of the market 
and should decrease to 25 percent by 1974 as on-line' com:nerical and remote batch 
usage increase at a greater relative rate; The. market in which time-sharing is 
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There are a large number of bas{c qu~stions about the shape and the future of the 
.time-sharing market at the current time, and about how SDS should prepare to meet 
the demands of that market. The picture is really quite complicated, primarily 
because ·the time-sharing market is still very new. The initial thrust into th.is 
market was by entreprenuers who were willing to risk the changing environment, 
and computer companies who essentially inherited the market by default. The mar
ket was initially shaped by the available machines and available software rather 
than by customer pressures. The time-sharing market· is now about to enter its 
second stage of growth on the way to legitimacy, with established service organi
zations 'and computer companies entering the market in a serious way. The market 
is also expanding to include a broader segment of the population of computer users. 
The initial customer support for time-sharing came from scientific users who were 
solving short term individual problems, and people who were simply interested in 
time-sharing. With the availability of more capable and reliable hardware and 
moi;e~:'~labor ci'ee''':soI tware, 'longe~' t'ertn "CInU:;'11lor'e" :s:er ious "'appl-icat ion'S "wi~l r'~be put on 
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t1me-snar1ng-systems, w1th non-sc1ent1f1c an _ P app11cat10nsbe1ng the most 

important candidates. It is estimated tha ercent of.,EE1.!_:::,>..E~~E2:~~ __ E:..~?.~~~.e~" .. 
in the future will be involved with non-sc e fic or BDP applications incl~ding I 
remote batch. The market will also break do n into severa·(~·~filr~;~-~t'7;-t~g~~'ies 
of customers; the service bureau, the time- in-house batch 
system with time-sharing, the in-house time sharing system with dedicated appli
cations, etc. 

The products that SDS must supply to captre a large share of the future time
sharing market can only be determined .if a good model of the future market can 
be built, and it is with the idea in m7' a 
ing discussions are forwarded. 

Non-Scientific Applications ;' 

of building that model that the follow-

J 

Non-scientific time-sharing apPlicaolons will include on-line and remote batch use 
of computers for BDP or business or(ented functions, such as accounting, inquiry, 
data gathering, ticket systems, mc(~uf cturing control, distribution system control 

/\ 

etc. The non-scientific portion/of th time-sharing market will be divided into 
two thirds remote batch and one (third a -line utilization by 1974. Non-sci~.!:.~.~.~.~c 
and BDP time-sharing will make up 75 rcent of the time-sharing market and about " 1."_"~_ .. ___ '·"'·""-·"··"'·····"· , .... , .. _.,..... -., .'. ". 
40 percent of the total computer et. 

I 

Non-scientific and BDP applications are characterized by quite different physical 
attributes th~n scientific time-sharing. The major differences are associated with 
far higher data input rates, more frequent interactions, less computation but more 
I/O per interaction, and manipulation of 'large numbers of small pieces of data within 
large data bases. In addition, a non:Bcientific or BDP application package will 
generally give rise 'to a significant amount of batch work. For example, the BMA 
system in Salt Lake City' generally has to bill on-line users for an equivalent amount, 
for both batch and on-line work, and that one for one ratio should remain typical. 
The type of batch work generated involves sorts, ~~~~~nd~Qort g~n!ration on a 
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periodic basis. The majority of on-line conunercial packages are also used primarily 
during daylight hours and on week days only, so that a well loaded general purpose 
non-scientific time-sharing utility system will do well to bill more than ~ne quar
ter of the machine resources for direct on-line usage, and an additional one quar
ter for batch support of the on-line users, although these ~umbers can vary widely. 
Most non-scientific time-sharing service bureaus will use batch processing to smooth 
the system loading when the on-line users are active and to fill the idle time of 
the machine. The same should also be true of in-house GP systems. That fact is 
important but not critical because of the fact that the billable amount of hardware 
in a large time-sharing system is faiily small, and because the hardware costs are 
not an extremely critical part of the total cost of operating a service bureau. -
Another important point is that in any large scale time-sharing service bureau there 
will be one or two customers who will utilize the system.all hours of the day and 
night, so that the batch and on-line operati~ns will have to ruri concurrently a 

.significa n t ,;. pa r t ;:0 f the time, ~ anG1~ io-"w t 11 J!ri6t be r: p Of) sib 1 e ,: t oi"swi tc"h"im~n i!trerr' s y sterns 
in otd~rto-do batch work. Utilii~ti6ri'of t6e-~~ripherals to t6e-full alsci cieans 
running line printers and card equipment all of the time that the system is up, 
since a large Sigma 7 time-sharing system in a conunercial time-sharing environment, 
for example, would generate enough output to keep an average of 2 or 3 high-speed 
line printers busy full time. In addition, remote batch will probably account for 
half of the total billings in a typical non-scientific time-sharing service bureau 
by 1973. 

This market will be covered primarily by the existing batch oriented service bureaus, 
80 per~ent of whom now feel that they will be providing time-sharing services by 1973. 
The existingBDP oriented service bureaus will probably manage to take virtually the 
entire non-scientific time-sharing market because of the fact that it is basically 
a people and support business rather than a service business like scientific time
sharing. Some of the new time-sharing. service bureaus will break into the non
scientific time-sharing market, but they will do it by offering specia~ terminal 
services in the form of propri~tary and very special purpose applications programs 
rather than general BDP service with all of the supp-ort that is implied. 

The non-scientific time-sharing market will require software that differs signifi
cantly from any that SDS has under development at the current time. The monitor 
services required for file retrieval and dealing with large files in a fast and 
efficient manner are well in excess of those available under UTS, even in the new 
file management system. In addition, the monitor coding to back up the user. ser
vices would have to be considerably more capable of using la~ge numbers of large 
and diverse secondary storage devices in an efficient manner. The time-sharing 
portion of the sy~tem would have to be constructed to work well in the face -of the 
high level of requests for interaction that a BDP oriented· time-sharing system must 
face. The monitor would have to be able to work on a transaction basis with auto
matic file update, automatic data replication, and probably' automatic partial pro
motion to more accessible devices of in-use data, in order ,to provide the type of 
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,/s;i·fet.y·-·features 9nd efficiency that the BDP environment will require. In short, 

------- the monitor services would have to be more extensive than those of DTS, with a 
specific, orientation toward the types of files that non-scientific and BDP appli
cations packages generally have to deal with. The monitor would also h~ve to pro
vide an efficient general batch capability, which would definitely have to include 
a multi-programming facility. 

\ 

The basic non-scientific application program categor{es include accounting, manu
facturing control, inquiry, data collection, management information, and adminis
trative systems. W~ile_a larger number of categories could easily be defined, the 
categories of accounting and inquiry/update will still amount to the majority of 
non-scientific time-sharing applications. The non-scientific load will eventually 
be split in a fairly even way between remote batch and on-line terminal applications, 
where time-sharing is involved. 

The requirements for software to support a non-scientific or BDP oriented time-shar
ing syst~m will be very much the same, whether for a service bureau or for in-house 
usage. As a matter of fact, the in-house requirements as an aggregate may be more 
demanding than those of the service bureaus, since a service bureau can selectively 
limit its market. 

Scientific and Engineering Market 

Scientific and engineering applications programs and problem solving will -make up 
approximately 20 to 25 percent of the time-sharing market through 1974. The types 
of services that will be required by the user in this portion of the market will 
not differ substantially from those that are currently being made available, except 
that fail soft will become the general rule. The major difference in the market 
will be in that there will be a much wider spectrum of types of machines and types 
of software to choose from, and that time-sharing services will be offered by a 
broader class of suppliers. The machines that were used initially in this market 
had little ability to provide batch services, either to provide support for the 
on-line users or to gain additional income by using idle time and off hours for 
batch work. The major element that kept batch processing from entering the pic
ture was the inability of the systems to do very much batch work even if the hard
ware and software had allowed concurrent batch and on-line operation; the initially 
us.ink machines were all rather small and slow by current standards. With the cur
rent generation of machines, the scientific time-sharing user will be able to 
utilize a portion of an in-house batch system as well as buy terminal time from 
a service bureau or time-sharing utility. 

The major motivation in a time-sharing utility environment will of course be to 
make money. The secondary but still very important point in a utility business 
will involve operational considerations. In the current market, hardware costs 
generally run from 10 to 25 percent of the billings for a fully loaded system. 
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Of that hardware associated portion of the billings, a substantial fraction is 7 
proportional to the number of' on-line users that are being supported, as are almos_t 

. ...------
all of the other costs of running a service bureau. So, the efficiency of utiliza-

·tion of the hardware becomes fairly unimportant on a general base, and a utility 
service might very well choose to suffer the idle time of the system rather than 
try to broaden the base of their service to fill th~ idle time with batch process
ing,. which is a very different kind of business for them. On the other hand, ser- /"J I 

vice bureaus that are providing non-scientific time-sharing se~vices and batch ,/' /j 
services concurrently should find it very easy to provide scientific time-sharing 
also. The possible inefficiency of their attempts to do so would be relatively 
unimportant because'of the fact that the majority of the machine expense will be 
underwritten by non-scientific and BDP work, and providing scientific time-sharing 
will amount to selling computer time only and will provide a particul'arly painless 

t· 

income since little support would be required. . '. 

The general conclusion is then that there will be sCientif~~ a:~ ~pPlicati:~' tim~~l 
I 

sharing utility services in existence in the future, and that those businesses can/' 
get by without providing sophisticated batch services. The utilities will not, 
however, have the complete market to themselves. The large commercial service 
bureaus will take a large portion of the market. In addition, an important part 
of the utility market will continue to use small machines and prov~de service to 
a relatively small number of users, since the threshold price for a machine in 
this market should continue to be very important, as should the expansion price. 

Market Summary 

The time-sharing market in the future will involve enough differences in kind of 
service and a large enough amount of overhead in operation that the hardware cost 
per line will not be the absolute driving competitive factor. Specifically, there 
will be budget limited and special purpose parts of the market that'will be signif~ 
icantly large despite the relatively high hardware costs per line that they will 
have to bear. While it is safe to say that the majority of. time-sharing business 
.will be involved with broadly base4 systems supporting both batch and time-sharing 
operations on the same equipment, time-sharing will definitely be saleab~e on 
machines which ate either not optimally sized for efficient utilization or which 
do not support general batch operation. Most of those minor market machine sales 
will be made on the basis of low price threshold or the existence of specialized 
software for a particular application or type of application. 

~he majority of the market will be associated with support of remote batch and non
scientific on-line applications, which are tied together in their basic system 
requirements to a significant degree, and which will amount to 75 peicent of the 
time-sharing market by 1974. The remainder of the market will be problem solving 
and scientific applications. The largest part. of the market will be covered by 
the same software for both in-house and service'bure~u ~sage, with the aggregate 
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set of in-house ~oftware requirements being at least as stringent as the service 
bureau requirements. On the other hand, no single system will be able to satisfy 
the over~ll requirements of the entire market. 

The SDS share of the time-sharing market will depend very heavily on the degree 
of penetration of the BDP market by the company. The non-scientific and remote 
batch portions of the time-sharing market will be so closely tied into BDP batch 
that the batch facility will be the driving function.' Only a small portion of the 
remote batch and commercial on-line market would be available to SDS based on cur
rent BDP capabi1ity~ and that portion would be associated with scientific shops 
for remote batch, and special non-scientific or BDP applications for on-line 
utilization. The scientific and problem solving market will be split between 
in-house batch systems with some on-line scientific work for problem solving plus 
program development, service bureaus offering scientific time-sharing in addition 
to BDP ba~~h at!d commercial on-line, and ~ystems dedicated to scientific problem 
solving and special applications. 

Product Requirements 

The currently defined SDS software and hardware will cover the majority of the 
time-sharing market through 1974, but additional products will be required. BTM ? 
and UTS on Sigma 5 and 7 will be adequate for approximately one half of the time
sharing market, in terms of dollar value of equipmeni,~btit will leave three major 
market areas of 'significant size--{;-r'~-;"f;"i'~h~"'~>th~'~""p~-~ducts should be defined. The 

three areas are characterized by, 1) a market with a lower price threshold than 
is possible with BTM on a Sigma 5, 2) a market with higher performance require-
ments than can be satisfied by UTS on a Sigma 7, and 3) a market requiring signif
icant differences in kind of service provided as well as the number of users 
supported in a time-sharing environment. The products that must be· defined to 
cover these portions of the market are described in the following paragraphs, and 
include, l),'a Sigma 3 time-sharing system, 2) an extended UTS system for Sigma 9, 
and 3) MPM, a Sigma 9 time-sharing system., It should be pointed out that having 
a market covered with software and hard\17are does not necessari1y_'mean that SDS will 
be able to make a significant penetration of that market. In fact, it is in the 
largest part of the future market, the BDP t~me-sharing portion, that SDS will be 
least competitive. 

The physical products that are required for the future, or which wou1d'show an 
acceptable return on investment, are as follows. First, a Sigma 3 time-s~aring 
system appears' justifiable on the basis of the fact that we should be able to 
capture a significant portion of a reasonably "large mq,rket with such a system. <--:::'1 .---' .. --"'--.. 

, A .soft'v~re system bui~on RBM and ab1_: to support~Basic or Fortran users in 
dedicated systems or~'gener~l purpos'c users would be the goal. The BTM will /' 
provide continuity in price and performance from the Sigma 3 System up to UTS on 
a Sigma 7. Sigma 9 will have to be provided with a version ofUTS expanded .to'· 

.~~ ...... 
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take advantage of the fail soft, reconfiguration and multi-processor capabilities 
of the' hardware, ~nd extended to provide a broader base of batch services ~or use 
in the non-scientific and business data processing environment. The MPM product 
is required to cover the time-sharing utility and special application market. The 
MPM system \vill have to provide support for scientific and ~ngineering applications 
programs, scientific problem solving, and special purpose commercial data process
ing applications programs. A batch capability is of interest under MPM, but only 
to the extent necessary to support the on-line applications packages. The emphasis 
of MPM should be to provide a general type of service for large scale time-sharing 
applications programs, and it should not be unduly complicated in order to provide 
a broader base of s~rvices than is necessary for its market. The basic premise 
behind MPM should be that it is designed to support a subset of all possible appli
cations programs in an efficient and intelligent manner, and that it perform that 
task well.at the cost of generality. That position will produce a viable product 

. ._9tnc~;:.the~_e:'WilL.:be' manyapRlicat'i'ons·~Rmgt..~}ns ;that general.._p.ur..P_Q.s.e....:..t:~~~.~Ung 

1
·-- 'L~ystems w;-ll ~.s.bea~.!...e tOa..§,.yp.p.Q.ti:....ap.p.x.Qp.U?..tt.~~~.:~!S~ .. ~l~~s, 

'

and since the time-sharing utility companies will be able to offer specific propri-
etary software packages which will not be available elsewhere or need auxilliary 
support. MPM should also serve as a good base for dedicated application time-shar-

, ",,:.ng 
f, :rSt~~S, SU~~l ~ ~s. ,t,.;~~e,,~ rese.rpa ti.~, nor" da ta/gathe.r,ing sys terns. - ~\,-.:J~~ -t/~"' H--' ----Jc '" ' .... :.:.-.:./ f7'~ /} {.tl..:,' e d if ( 

Sigma 3 Time-Sharing System r ~"'-""~. (C;>. 

The Sigma 3 time-sharing system will cover 5 percent of the total time-sharing mar
ket, and will contribute over $40 million in sales by selling 150 Sigma 3 systems 
with an average price of $300K and a minimum price of $250K. The time-sharing 
system will.have to provide support for 16 genera1-~~pose users or 32 users in 
a dedicated Basic or Fortran environment .... The software will be buil t on RBM';'"and 
will be constructed using variable par~itions for programs in the manner of UTS, 
rather than a single partition like BTM, but would of course be much si~pler than 
UTS. This approach is practical for Sigma 3 because it has a hase and index regis
ter structure which will permit the dynamic relocation of programs required by the 
variable partition approach. The development cost of the system would be ·approxi
mately 100 man months, and the system would have to be available before the end of 
1970. A disc pack or RAD providing approximately 15 million bytes of storage, at 
a price of less than $50K, is a necessary element of the Sigma 3 system which is 
not really feasible without it. 

Sigma 9 UTS 

The Sigma 9 UTS system will be based on the Sigma 7 multi-programming UTS design, 
and will be compatible with the Sigma 7 product. The total software system on 
Sigma 9 will consist of the existing proces~ors and subsystems and a:monit~r which 
is a compatible superset of UTM. The monitor would be reimplemented to take advan
tage of the fail soft, .larger·memory, dynamic reconfiguration, and shared core 
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.multi-processor facilities of the Sigma 9, and would be extended to provide a 
broader base of services in the areas of file management and communications. 
Compatibility will be limited to the Meta-Symbol source level in order to allow 
some modification of the monitor service call formats where that is desirable, 
but no other incompatibilities should be necessary. This approach allows existing 
programs and processors to be converted without modification, but does require 
reassembly of all Meta-Symbol written programs. 

The above position on Sigma 9 UTS is the approp~iate goal for the main Sigma 9 
software. It is clearly the case, though, that ~here is some risk in trying to 
get to a fully expanded Sigma 9 UTS system from the Sigma 7 UTS, and the feasi
bility of achieving a multi-processing system on that basis must of course be 
inyestigated before any commitments can be made to that development. However, 
another way· of viewing the Sigma 9 UTS development would be to consider the imp le

m~!1 t;9J:J.09~.ft:·9l}l;,,:~~I:" ~tch of a· new .ll.l9nJ~oF:'W~i<::4,:WpB.8 ~ompl~1:eJY{F~1}lP~t~.~leD~$!).per set 
of Sigma 7 UTS, or compatible at all levels other than the object language level 
as a possible second choice. Somewhere between the two extremes of 1) completely 
reimplementing UTS for Sigma 9 in a Sigma 7 compatible manner and 2) changing a 
minimum of the existing Sigma 7 UTS code to produce a Sigma 9 UTS, there should 
be a method of building the desired product. There is of course the possiblity 
that the multi-processor extensions of Sigma 7 UTS to Sigma 9 are just not reason
able and that they ought not to be done, but that is yet to be determined, and must 
be studied. Completely reimplementing the involved portions of the Sigma 7 monitor 
for Sigma 9 UTS would require approximately 35 man years of development (70K words 
of code), while the simplest conceivable adaptation of the existing code would 
require 5 man years. 

The Sigma 9 UTS will provide continuity with the BPM and UIS systems on Sigma 5 
and 7, and will cover the general purpose scientific market very we~l while pro
viding coverage of the non-scientific and BDP sale of Sigma 9 systems as well. 
Continuity will be very important to the sale of Sigma 9 systems, as well as to 
the sale of Sigma 7s. The extended UTS system for Sigma 9 should cover approxi-

.mately 20 percent of the time-sharing market for SDS, while providing more competi
tive coverage of a portion of what is currently the Sigma 7 market, and thereby 
allowing an increment in Sigma 7 sales by providing a compatible upgrade. The 
Sigma 9 UIS would be available to the field in the middle of 1971 at a development 
cost of 15 man years, and would be responsible for the sale of 100 Sigma 9 systems. 

Shared File Sigma 9 TITS System 

The question of building a shared file.multi-computer system for Sigma 9 has very 
little to do with the question of attempting to develop a shared core multi-pro
cessor system. The value of the two approaches are very different; and have appli
cation to different types of uses, and present very ~ifferent cost and fail soft 
cycles. The shared core multi-processor provides a smooth· growth of a fail soft 
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system from a sm~ll non-redundant configuration up through partial redundancy to 
a dual CPU fail soft configuration. With a shared file system, redundancy is poss
ible in the same manner from a small configuration to the same point of single CPU 
redundancy as a shared core system, but at that point full fail soft involves 
replication of the entire configuration rather than adding a CPU. If a CPU goes 
down in a shared file system one lull complement of equipment is lost. While 
many people who buy more than one Sigma 9 might like to have shared file software, 
few people who are concerned primarily with fail soft or system balance will accept 
the shared file approach. Where CPU horse power is concerned, shared core multi~ 
processing is the best s6lution by far, in most cases and from most viewpoints. 

A shared file system should be implemented for Sigma 9 UTS, but a shared core multi-
processor UTS must also be built if it is possible. ----·· .. :.1/,,' i' (:.:. ,,/'/',/// 

,'''.'' --~-""" .(, 

The Sigma 9 MPM system will be the second generation of the 940 system, and should 
cover quite a bit more than the traditional 940 market. The software will be much 
more substantial than the 940 software because of the more capable hardware, because 
of the experience that has been gained with time-sharing software, and because of 
the increased sophistication of the customers and increasing competition for those 
customers. The design emphasis of the system will be put on support of applications 
packages and scientific problem solving, but batch and remote batch capabilities 
will be built into the system for support of the on-line users. The advantage of 
the MPM system over UTS will be in its specialized orientation toward the terminal 
oriented market, and will consist of greater efficiency for time-sharing users and 
simpler to use but mor~ capable on-line services for the user. The implementation 
emphasis will be placed on fail-soft, with dynamic reconfiguration and multi-pro
cessing being included also. The system design objective will be to support 200 
users on a fail soft configuration with batch support for the on-line users. The 
system will appear similar to the CSC produced TSU specification, except with 
improved batch and remote batch capabilities, greater emphasis on fail soft, multi
processing-~-':'and a bro'ader base. of suppor't" for application systems. 

c ............. . 
./ 

There is no extreme requirement for compatibility with any existing SDS software 
which would be imposed on the MP~ system for the market that has been defined here. 
If MPM is to be of value as a backup or parallel for Sigma 9 UTS, however, it must 
be compatible with the Sigma 7 UTS system and with BPM. There is some risk involved 
in producing the Sigma 9 UTS system, and a backup in the form of MPM is of interest. 
Whether or not. the question of the role of backup is important enough to be worth 
imposing major compatibility constraints .on MPM, the system should still attempt to 
be as compatible as possible"at all levels where the concession to compatibility 
is n~t an 'important liability. 10 I~ ''I.II/{~ 

. f../ /,' ~ ... ~., 

The MPM system will uniquely cover 10 percent o£ the time-sharing market for SDS 
and will cover an additional segment of the market in a more competitive manner 
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than other SDS p~oducts. SDS can expect to sell 50 Sigma 9 MPM systems into the 
time-sharing utility and special applications market, and 15 machines for more 
general purpose use, at an average price of $2 million. 

The development of the MPM system, will require 75 min years~ plus development of 
the required subsystems and processors. The complete system can be scheduled for 
initial delivery to the field in the fourth quarter of 1971. 

&V3 
George Boyd 
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